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Evolutionary ecology often studies how environmental factors define optimal phenotypes without considering the bodily mechanisms involved in their regulation. Here
we used a dynamic optimisation model to investigate optimally concerted hormonal
control of the phenotype. We studied a semi-realistic situation where hormonal control of appetite, metabolism and growth acts to prepare juvenile fish for an uncertain
future with regard to food availability. We found a bottom–up effect in that hormone
levels varied across environments and affected a range of phenotypic changes. We also
describe a top–down effect as natural selection varied across environments, which
affected evolutionary optimisation of hormone levels. These combined top–down and
bottom–up effects produced a hormone-regulated phenotype that adjusted its foraging intensity and risk-taking in adaptive ways depending on the differences between
current and expected long-term environmental conditions. Hence, understanding the
response of these fish to their current conditions also requires an understanding of
their future expectations. We found that when food availability was low, it was optimal
for the juvenile fish to have low growth hormone, thyroid hormone and orexin levels,
contrary to when food availability was high when these levels were higher. Individual
variation emerged from the individually experienced food availability trajectories:
Those that on average experienced higher food availability grew faster and had higher
short-term mortality risk. They also had higher survival probability throughout the
growth period. The opposite was true for individuals experiencing lower food availability. Hormonal mechanisms that often are overlooked by ecologists are thus important
in the ultimate adaptive control of both behaviour and physiology, thereby impacting
fitness through growth and survival.
Keywords: environmental variation, growth, hormone, preparation, strategy, survival

Introduction
Hormones are internal signalling molecules produced by endocrine glands and transported via the bloodstream. Together with the nervous system, they represent crucial
mechanisms for controlling the functioning of the organism (Hiller-Sturmhöfel and
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Bartke 1998). In addition to influencing physiological processes, hormones can also affect the probability that a certain
behaviour will happen (Nelson 2000), and variation in hormone levels can affect the solutions that organisms choose
when faced with different tradeoffs, for example between the
number and size of eggs (Zera et al. 2007).
Physiologists have traditionally focused on the proximate
aspects of hormone regulation (Luck 2014) asking questions
regarding 1) causation (detailing triggers and consequences
from the organismal down to the molecular level) and 2)
development (focusing on ontogeny and changes through
life). But as pointed out by Tinbergen (1963), ultimate
understanding of a behaviour and other biological traits also
requires understanding of 3) the adaptive function or survival
value and 4) evolutionary history (the trait’s phylogeny). These
two ultimate questions have been the focus of evolutionary
ecologists, but traditionally little attention has been granted
towards proximate mechanisms, like hormonal regulation. As
pointed out by Lessells (2008), this difference in focus has led
to a communication barrier and an increasing conceptual rift
between the fields. More recently this has led to calls for a
more holistic view, with studies aiming to bridge the gap (see
for example Ricklefs and Wikelski 2002, Zera et al. 2007,
Lessells 2008, McNamara and Houston 2009, Giske et al.
2013, Budaev et al. 2019). Without connections between
proximate mechanisms and ultimate causation, physiologists
may come to ignore the effects of evolutionary top–down
control and co-adaptation of the hormone system, while
ecologists may neglect important physiological mechanisms
that prevent animals from what theory prescribes as optimal
behaviour.
Here, we follow this perspective by considering growth
in juvenile fish. Fish commonly grow continuously throughout life (Mommsen 2001), and large body size is in many
cases necessary for a higher reproductive output, especially
in females (Gross 2005). One major regulator of growth
is the ‘GH–IGF-1-axis’, consisting of growth hormonereleasing hormone (GHRH), growth hormone–inhibiting
hormone (GHIH), growth hormone (GH) and insulin-like
growth factor 1 (IGF-1) (Robson et al. 2002). The thyroid
hormones of the hypothalamic–pituitary–thyroid axis are
also very important for growth, development and metamorphosis in fish (Power et al. 2001) through the regulation of energy use (Danforth and Burger 1984). To provide
energy for growth and other processes, energy intake is
controlled by the ‘satiety hormone’ leptin (Yan et al. 2016,
Volkoff et al. 2017) and the ‘hunger hormone’ ghrelin
(Dimaraki and Jaffe 2006, Rønnestad et al. 2017), with
orexin neuropeptides also being important for appetite and
food intake (Rodgers et al. 2002, Volkoff et al. 2005). The
hormones mentioned represent only a subset of the many
hormones that affect growth, development, metamorphosis
and appetite of fish. The endocrine mechanisms controlling
these processes are also highly interconnected with emerging properties that makes this system even more complex
(Cowan et al. 2017).
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Juvenile fish need to adjust their metabolic processes and
behaviour, such as foraging, to grow to adult size with the
highest possible survival. This is a difficult task because fish
(as most other organisms) live in complex environments
involving uncertainty. Therefore, they must accept some
level of risk while foraging. If food for any reason gets scarce,
foraging becomes harder and takes longer. How much time
should a fish spend foraging during poor times, compared
to when food is abundant and easily accessible? Should it
wait for better times while drawing energy from its reserves?
When is it time to stop waiting and start rebuilding those
reserves? These are all questions that involve processes mediated by hormones. It also implies that, somehow, hormones
have evolved to regulate the organisms’ adaptive responses
to multiple tradeoffs, in the light of consequences over
multiple timescales. We aimed to understand this using
a dynamic optimisation approach that finds the optimal
solution to an evolutionary problem through fitness maximisation. Using backward induction, the algorithm works
backwards in time, from the end to the beginning of the
selected study period, always choosing what is best in the
current time step (Mangel and Clark 1988, Clark and
Mangel 2000). Even if dynamic optimisation cannot reveal
the intermediate steps along the evolutionary trajectory, it
can point to the optimal end-result. Here we use one such
optimisation model designed to study how hormones and
combinations of them can integrate bioenergetics and survival through their consequences for Darwinian fitness and
adaptive traits (Weidner et al. 2020).
Using a simplified version of the hormone system regulating growth, metabolism and foraging activity, Weidner et al.
(2020) studied the optimal hormone levels in growing juvenile fish under differing levels of constant food availability.
Hormonal axes and signalling molecules were combined into
‘hormone functions’, based on their physiological effects:
1) ‘the growth hormone function’, 2) ‘the thyroid hormone
function’ and the 3) ‘orexin function’, representing the
GH–IGF1-axis, thyroid-axis and the hormones and neuropeptides affecting appetite, respectively. The model revealed
that evolutionarily optimal hormone regulation in constant
environments depends on the food availability. Fish living
in environments with higher food availability had higher
optimal hormone function levels than other fish, resulting in
higher food intake, metabolism and growth.
Using the model of Weidner et al. (2020), we have in this
study moved the focus of the optimal policy from the endpoint
(behaviour), not all the way to the starting point (genes), but to
some midpoint (hormone system), where behaviour and thereafter growth and survival become consequences of evolutionary
optimisation. We have investigated how hormones and combinations of them might prepare the phenotype for changes in
a fluctuating environment. How can temporal changes in the
environment affect behaviour and growth, when responses to
such changes are mediated by hormones? And what is the optimal response of the hormone system given the tradeoff that
fish encounter in a varying environment?

Methods
We have studied the effects of hormones and the combinations of them for adaptive growth strategies of juvenile fish
when food availability varies stochastically over time around
an expected mean. The model follows the energy flow through
the fish, from foraging, digestion, metabolic costs of maintenance and activity, to growth. The fish has energy reserves
it may draw from in times of scarcity and replenish when
conditions allow. Because part of our aim is to bridge the gap
between proximate and ultimate explanations for growth, the
modelled individuals face several tradeoffs between energetics
and survival affected by their hormone strategy. We give a brief
outline of the model below and refer to the Supplementary
material Appendix 1 and Weidner et al. (2020) for details.
The extension in this model version replaces the constant
food environment in Weidner et al. (2020) with an environment where food availability varies stochastically through
time.
To make the model tractable (Hilborn and Mangel 1997),
we simplified the full complexity of the hormone system into
three sets of hormone functions, which we refer to as such, to
distinguish them from real molecules (Weidner et al. 2020).
First, the growth hormone function (GHF) controls growth,
which we assume is isometric. As mortality decreases with
size, GHF has the potential to affect the future mortality risk
of the fish, and thus its survival probability at the end of the
growth period. Second, the orexin function (OXF) controls
the appetite of the fish, and thus its foraging activity. As fish
that spend more time foraging cannot spend as much time
hiding from predators, short-term mortality risk increases
during foraging activities. Finally, the thyroid hormone function (THF) affects the physiology and mortality risk of the
fish in two ways: on one hand, it increases maximum oxygen
uptake, which makes it easier to escape predators. On the
other hand, it increases metabolism and thereby energy and
oxygen demand, which in turn necessitates more foraging
and thus higher exposure to predators. A central assumption
in the model is that respiratory constraints mediate important
links between energetics and survival. This approach builds
on Priede (1985) and experimental results from Atlantic silversides Menidia menidia, where fast-growing fish not only
ate more, but were also predated more often (Billerbeck et al.
2001, Lankford et al. 2001). Following Holt and Jørgensen
(2014) that extended Pörtner’s (2010) oxygen and capacitylimited thermal tolerance theory to a fish life history model,
we model this by considering all aerobic metabolic processes
and comparing the total oxygen consumption to the maximum oxygen uptake. The more oxygen is used, including
oxygen use by physiological processes such as digestion and
growth, the more vulnerable the fish is to be captured by a
predator it encounters. Our model thus includes several common tradeoffs which are all affected by the hormone function
levels.
It should be noted that the hormone function levels in
our model have clear ecological interpretations. The levels of
GHF and THF for example frequently falls to zero under

poor conditions. This does not mean that the animal is experiencing fatally low GHF and THF levels, however: If the
GHF levels in the model simulations are zero, the fish simply
does not grow. Similarly, when THF levels drop to zero this
means that the metabolism is reduced to low levels where the
fish has little capacity to escape predators as it saves energy
but can still support life-sustaining processes.
We used dynamic programming (Mangel and Clark 1988,
Clark and Mangel 2000) to optimise hormone strategies.
This method finds the optimal combination of the hormone functions that yields the highest survival throughout
the fish’ juvenile growth phase. The algorithm works backwards in time, and for every combination of the three states
length, reserve fullness and current food availability, it finds
the combined hormone strategy that maximises survival in
the current time step and the future. After finding the statedependent optimal combination of the hormone functions,
we simulate individual trajectories of juvenile fish that follow the optimal hormone strategy as they grow. Because the
environment varies stochastically, each individual experiences
different food availabilities over time. These differences bring
about individual variation in physiological state and optimal
hormone tactics.
In Weidner et al. (2020), the food availability E [dimensionless] was kept constant, while in this extension of the
model, food availability varies stochastically over time. In
nature food availability usually does not vary independently
from one day to the next, and E is, therefore, autocorrelated
over time (Fig. 1a). In this model, fish cannot migrate; only
respond to food availability changes by adjusting their hormone profile and thereby energy acquisition and use. Still,
even if food availability is poor, fish can always find food,
but need to spend more time and energy to do so, at the
cost of increased predator exposure (Weidner et al. 2020,
Supplementary material Appendix 1).
Food availability follows a normal distribution, and intermediate food availability therefore occurs more frequently
than rich and poor. To find E in week t (E(t)), we use an autocorrelated process modified from Ripa and Lundberg (1996):
2
ù
E ( t ) = kE_sd ´ é E ( t - 1) ´ kE_autocorr + normal ( 0,1) ´ 1 - kE_autocorr
êë
ûú
+ 1, E Î [ Emin , Emax ]

Here E(t − 1) is the relative food availability (where the average is 1) in the previous time step, normal(0,1) is a random
number drawn from a standard normal distribution and kE_
autocorr is the autocorrelation constant. For kE_autocorr = 1 food
availability is constant, while kE_autocorr = 0 results in a current
food availability that does not depend on the previous food
level. We consider a scenario where 0 < kE_autocorr < 1 and
food availability is positively autocorrelated between time
steps. The width of the distribution is determined by its standard deviation, kE_sd. When implemented, the distribution is
capped between Emin and Emax, representing the poorest and
richest food availability, respectively.
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environment). Additionally, we conducted 12 simulations
with constant food availability (constant environment) using
12 levels of food availability at equal intervals within the
range of the variable environment simulations. As there was
a single optimal strategy in each constant environment, we
simulated one fish per environment. Except for the variable
or constant environment, the simulations were in all other
ways equal. Initial starting length of the fish was 10 cm, and
max length for the simulation was set at 30 cm. We then
compared the results from these 13 simulations when individuals were 20 cm in length. The variable environment was
run for 250 weeks, and all individual fish were able to reach
30 cm within this time. As the constant environments only
were used for comparisons, these simulations were run until
the fish reached 20 cm, which took up to 284 weeks in the
poorest environment.
By simulating individuals in different situations, we investigated how hormonal mechanisms result in differences in
growth and survival of the organism. To study this more in
detail, we focused on three individual fish that were optimised towards the variable environment. We let these fish
experience identical trajectories of food availability until they
reached 20 cm, and then simulated either of three levels of
food availability: 1) rich, 2) intermediate and 3) poor, that
were all within the food availability range the fish were optimised for. This procedure provided an equivalent to experimental manipulation.

Results

Figure 1. Trajectories of individuals with different experiences of
food availability during their growth period. The grey points are raw
data for the whole population of 10 000 individuals. (a) Food availability trajectory for the median (i.e. 0.5 quantile) individual of the
population in terms of growth speed illustrates the temporal variation in the model. (b) The growth rate for individuals representing
the 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9 quantile in terms of growth speed. (c)
Variation in survival probability for the same individuals as in (b).

Simulations

The effect of the variable environment was compared
against constant environments. To do this, we simulated 10
000 individuals with stochastic food availability (variable
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Let us first point out that all our results derive from a model
that maximises total survival throughout a period of growth
as a proxy for fitness, where the bioenergetics to fuel growth
and behavioural risk-taking are the key components. Thus,
the model explains how hormones can produce a phenotype
that best grows to maximise survival through the juvenile
phase of a fish. As food availability is changing over time with
stochastic fluctuations (Fig. 1a), each fish has its own historical growth trajectory. Those that on average were lucky
experienced more profitable food conditions and grew faster,
while the less fortunate grew more slowly (Fig. 1b). Food
availability also affected the survival probability of individuals (Fig. 1c). Most of the results that follow summarise the
information from such individual trajectories of physiology,
growth and survival.
Optimal hormone strategies depend both on the
current and the expected conditions

Optimal hormone levels were dynamic in ways that considered both the present state of the environment and how it
is likely to change in the near future. The modelled fish did
not know their future environment, but the dynamic programming method to find the evolutionarily optimal policy
considered the current state of the environment as well as the
long-term expected average. In variable environments, it was

optimal for fish to increase hormone function levels when
food availability was high. This led fish to escalate their intake
(and thus energy surplus) and accept more risks to grow faster
compared with fish that lived in a constantly rich environment (diamonds versus circles in Fig. 2). During poor food
conditions, fish in variable environments decreased hormone
function levels to save energy and reduce activity and growth.
As a consequence, they had lower foraging related mortality
relative to fish living under constantly poor food conditions
(Fig. 2b–c). The plastic up and down regulation of hormone
function levels in variable environments resulted in fish managing growth and predation risk dynamically though their
juvenile phase.
The simplest future expectation is that the current condition will persist. Fish in constant environments therefore
had no need for carrying reserves as an insurance against
future uncertainty (Weidner et al. 2020). In contrast, optimal
hormone policies for fish in variable environments secured
reserves and adjusted their levels to avoid starvation during
periods of food shortage (Fig. 2). Generally, reserves are built
when OXF levels signal increased appetite for food while
GHF levels are low, so the digested energy is not spent on
growth (Fig. 2). The reserves can be metabolised and spent
during food shortage, and combined with low GHF to cut
expenditures, this permits low OXF levels that reduce risky
foraging.
Individual variation emerges from environmental
stochasticity

To illustrate what happens when food availability changes,
we ran three fish through an identical food availability trajectory before letting them experience conditions with rich,
intermediate or poor food availability when they reached a
length of 20 cm (Fig. 3). It was optimal for an individual to
boost hormone function levels during rich feeding conditions
(red line with diamonds in Fig. 3a): High GHF sustained
growth, high OXF provided food and high THF improved
survival while foraging. Conversely, lower hormone function
levels were observed in poor periods to reduce activity and to
save energy, which thus reduced encounters with predators
while waiting for the food availability to improve (blue line
with triangles in Fig. 3a). This reflects how it is optimal for a
juvenile fish in a variable environment to act as if the experienced food availability is only temporary; by increasing feeding when it is rich and await better times when it is poor. This
is comparable to the ‘take-it’ tactic described by Wingfield
and Kitaysky (2002). In constantly poor environments, these
considerations are different; fish had high optimal OXF levels
and thus, continued to forage actively despite high risk as
conditions could not be expected to improve (Fig. 2b).
One way to think of ultimate top–down control in variable environments is that fitness always puts a premium on
growth, but that only certain conditions permit growth to
take place with reasonably high survival. When food availability was high, it was optimal for fish to increase GHF
levels, which increased energy demand (Fig. 3a) and in turn

Figure 2. Energy surplus, mortality rate and optimal hormone levels
for different food availabilities, for fish at 20 cm in length. Each
point represents an individual. The diamonds (◊) represent twelve
simulations with constant food availability. (a) Energy surplus [J
week−1] (energy left of intake after metabolism, digestion and activity costs are accounted for) under differing food availabilities, with
growth hormone function (GHF) strategy as colour. (b) The sizedependent foraging mortality rate under differing food availabilities
and orexin function (OXF) concentrations. (c) The size-dependent
scope mortality rate under differing food availabilities and thyroid
hormone function (THF) levels.
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Figure 3. Food availability as the driver of optimal hormone profile variation. Three individuals with identical hormone strategies optimised
towards the same autocorrelated food availability regime was set to experience identical food regimes until they reached 20 cm, and thereafter three different levels, all well within the environmental variation they were optimised towards. (a) The realised hormone trajectories
consisting of the growth hormone function (GHF), the orexin function (OXF) and the thyroid hormone function (THF) and the resulting
phenotype represented by length and reserve fullness. (b) The mortality risk experienced by the three individuals, and its components. Sizeindependent mortality is removed from the legend as it had a stable rate of 0.01 per year.

required a higher food intake. It was thus optimal to increase
OXF levels to upregulate foraging activity. To sustain several metabolically demanding processes concurrently also
required high THF levels. High food availability permitted
efficient foraging, which provided the energy to sustain high
THF levels, that in turn reduced vulnerability to predation
(Fig. 3). When food availability was low, the optimal tactic
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involved a very different hormone profile with low GHF,
THF and OXF levels. Only when facing immediate death
due to starvation, the OXF and THF levels were increased
(Fig. 2).
As a result, the risk of mortality increased both for individuals experiencing a change to poor and to rich food availability compared to those experiencing intermediate food

availability (Fig. 3b). When food availability was high, the
size-dependent scope and the size-dependent active-whilevulnerable mortalities increased due to higher foraging
activity following increased OXF levels. (The active-whilevulnerable component represents an interaction between
the size, foraging and scope mortality components, for more
details see Weidner et al. (2020) and the Supplementary
material Appendix 1) This occurred because the fish had a
higher metabolism due to increased THF levels (red lines
in Fig. 3a), and higher oxygen use due to higher foraging
activity and metabolic processes that convert food to growth.
The link to fitness is that individuals used THF primarily to
decrease their vulnerability to predation by increasing their
threshold for maximum oxygen uptake (Fig. 2c, 3b).
When desperate, gamble

There is an important exception to the general rule of higher
hormone function levels when the food availability is rich
and lower levels when it is poor: If conditions in the past had
been so bad that the fish faced immediate death due to starvation, it became beneficial to increase OXF and THF levels
even if food availability remained poor (Fig. 2). The increase
in hormone function levels led to higher foraging activity
(Fig. 2), with a short-term elevation of predation risk. The
tactic could lead to a quicker death by predation than had
the fish just waited to die by starvation, but there is a chance
that increased foraging activity could save its life. This desperate hormone tactic was only optimal for individuals facing
immediate risk of dying due to starvation, as their reserves
otherwise were expected to continue to decrease (Stephens
1981).
Growth and survival as consequences of
environment-sensitive hormone strategies

While it is common to express feeding and growth from
hormone dynamics, we also found clear effects of hormones
on mortality risk: the model assumes that foraging mortality
decreases with feeding activity, but when individuals experienced high food availability instantaneous mortality risk was
higher (Fig. 4a). The fish lived as if good times could not be
expected to last and it was therefore optimal to increase OXF
levels to prioritize energy intake when food was abundant.
This hormone-driven shift in behaviour resulted in higher
mean mortality risk for individuals that most of the time
experienced rich food availability (Fig. 2b, 3, 4b). Due to the
higher GHF levels (Fig. 2a, 3a), these individuals however,
grew faster and thus had a higher probability of surviving
the juvenile growth period (Fig. 4c). In contrast, fish that by
chance lived most of the time under poor food availability,
experienced lower mean mortality risk, but slower growth led
to lower survival probability.
The dependency of optimal policy on food availability
made fish build reserves at levels of intermediate food availability (Fig. 5a, c). These reserves served two purposes: they
were used for growth when food availability was high and to

Figure 4. Mortality risk and growth rate for fish in an environment
with varying food availability. Each point represents an individual
fish. The mean food availability experienced by the individual is
represented by the colour of the point. (a) Instantaneous mortality
risk [% year−1] and growth for one week (= one model time step)
when the model fish was around 20 cm. (b) Mean experienced mortality risk per year [% year−1] and mean growth rate [cm week−1] for
every fish during growth from 10 to 30 cm. (c) Survival probability
at the end of the growth period and mean growth rate for each
individual fish. Lines for (b) and (c) are fitted using a generalised
additive model (GAM) for illustrative purposes.
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avoid starvation when conditions were poor (Fig. 5). When
food availability was high, use of reserves was primarily connected to higher GHF and THF levels. This led to higher
energy demand from both growth and metabolism (Fig. 2a,
c, 3a). Under poor food availability, fish could not afford this
luxury and OXF became more important (Fig. 2b, 3a) for
keeping intake and reserves at levels that avoided starvation
(Fig. 5b–c). Around intermediate levels of food availability,
intermediate levels of OXF and low levels of GHF and THF
(Fig. 2, 3a) led to a high net energy intake that was used to
build reserves (Fig. 5c).

Discussion
Using an evolutionary optimisation model, we have found
that stochastic environments promote dynamic hormone levels, energetics and growth. Under high food availability, it was
optimal to boost hormone function levels, while suppressing them under poorer food conditions. When poor feeding conditions persisted until the fish faced immediate risk
of death due to starvation, the best strategy was to gamble by
increasing the hormone function levels affecting foraging and
mortality risk, even when this came at the cost of increased
predation risk. We found that the optimal plastic response of
the hormone system is dependent on both food availability,
as well as the level of variability in the environment. Thus, the
hormone system maintains and adjusts a flexible phenotype,
so that top–down control from evolutionary adaptation of
the hormone system integrates both bioenergetics and survival in ways that maximise fitness.
Most hormones interact in complex ways with other hormone functions and have widespread and diverse effects on
an organism’s physiology and behaviour. The three hormone
functions in this model are very simplified relative to natural
fish. The environment is also reduced to just a single factor,
varying food availability, with no competition among individuals. Even though our model is necessarily a simplification, general trends in the hormone regulation still seem to
match the patterns found in nature (Weidner et al. 2020).
For example, facing starvation (but not immediate death)
tends to cause decreased thyroid hormone levels in mammals, birds and fish (Eales 1988). Starved rats produce less
of both growth hormone and thyroid stimulating hormone
(Armario et al. 1987).
Because of the simplified and partially predictable nature
of our model environment, individuals can nearly drain their
reserves when food availability is high. Natural organisms,
in contrast, are adapted to various unpredictable events (e.g.
disease, predators, changes in social status) which should
require larger energy reserves (Wingfield and Kitaysky 2002).
It is, however, reasonable to assume that organisms living in
predictable and rich environments may need smaller reserves
than those living in less predictable environments. It is also
worth noting that we have presented results from only one
level of environmental variation, and that food availability
in natural environments could be more or less predictable,
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Figure 5. Energy use under different food availabilities illustrated
with trajectories of two individuals. (a) The food availabilities that
the two individuals were subjected to for the purpose of this illustration. (b) When the food availability increases, the individuals first
use their reserves to grow before they increase their relative surplus
before growth (J) (energy left of intake after metabolism, digestion
and activity costs are accounted for). (c) Individuals primarily build
up their reserves when they experience average food availability.
Under high food availability, they use their reserves to grow, while
under poor food availability the reserves are used to stay alive until
the food availability improves. (d) Individuals primarily grow when
the food availability is around average to high.

which should affect the strategies of the organisms living
there (Higginson et al. 2012).
Natural environments vary in terms of resource availability.
Such variability typically has both predictable (e.g. seasonal
or diurnal) and unpredictable (i.e. stochastic) components.
Organisms have therefore evolved ways to increase their
energy intake in variable environments (Pyke et al. 1977).
They also employ plastic strategies, making use of certain tactics under specific environmental conditions (Gotthard and
Nylin 1995). When encountering unpredictable events like
a drastic decrease in food availability, organisms can respond
with an ‘emergency life history stage’. It is often characterised by three different behavioural and physiological tactics
(Wingfield and Kitaysky 2002): 1) ‘leave-it’ where the individuals moves to a different environment, 2) ‘take-it’ where
the individual switches to energy conservation, but remains
in the environment or 3) a combination of the two where
individuals first ‘take-it’ and then ‘leave-it’ should conditions
fail to improve. These tactics are likely orchestrated in large
part by the endocrine system in response to both current and
expected environmental conditions.
The hormonal dynamics seen in this model can illuminate some of the dynamics involved in compensatory growth.
Several studies have observed that animals deprived of food
for some time can thereafter compensate with a period of
higher feeding and growth rates (Wilson and Osbourn 1960,
Ali et al. 2003), even at increased short-term risk of mortality (Dmitriew 2011) or disease (DeBlock and Stoks 2008).
Fish in our model did not have the option to leave their
environment at times of low food availability. But instead of
just ‘taking it’ we saw that they employed a dynamic hormone strategy that depended on the temporal variation of the
environment. These results are in line with what Lima and
Bednekoff (1999) found for optimal anti-predator behaviour
in environments alternating between periods of high and low
risk. They argued that if the high-risk situations were brief
and infrequent, an animal should feed primarily in the lowrisk situation and employ the greatest level of anti-predator
avoidance in the high-risk situation. Lima and Bednekoff
(1999) also found that if the high-risk situation was prolonged, the animal should feed also in high-risk situations to
avoid starvation mortality. We observed a similar behavioural
response in unlucky fish that experienced low food availability for a prolonged period. Our model, however, adds an
additional layer of insight by coupling these behaviours with
underlying physiological mechanisms.
In our model, fish adjusted foraging and predation risk
through plastic hormone functions. Under rich food availability, they used their reserves for growth, under intermediate conditions they grew less and built reserves, while
under the poorest conditions they did not grow and used
their reserves to survive. This resulted from the main optimal policy: increase hormone functions levels with food
availability. Hormone levels have often been found to vary
seasonally (White and Henderson 1977, Marchant and Peter
1986, Bubenik et al. 1998), and this has often been seen in

connection with temperature and day length. In white groupers Epinephelus aeneus in Suez Gulf in Egypt, triiodothyronine (T3) and thyroxine (T4) levels were found to increase
during spring and summer, peak during midsummer and
decrease during autumn and early winter, before increasing again (Abbas et al. 2012). The hormone levels were not
only connected to temperature, but also to increased growth
and food assimilation, which coincided with the peak in
T3 and T4 levels (Abbas et al. 2012). This is consistent with
our results, where THF, growth (GHF) and foraging (OXF)
increased during periods of high food availability. Even
though this was not linked with physiological preparation by
Abbas et al. (2012), the seasonal variation in hormone levels
probably represents an evolved hormone strategy that helps
organisms anticipate and shift energy and mortality costs
adaptively over the year and during their life-history. This
brings our model closer to the predictive decision perspective
(Budaev et al. 2019).
One of our results concerns how differences in the experienced environment bring about individual differences in
mortality risk and growth rate, which is a much-studied
tradeoff (Werner and Gilliam 1984, Mangel and Stamps
2001). Treatments with growth hormone increased growth
rate but reduced the anti-predation response in juvenile
brown trout Salmo trutta because of increased energy demands
(Johnsson et al. 1996). The same tradeoff between growth
and mortality was also found in growth hormone transgenic Atlantic salmon Salmo salar (Abrahams and Sutterlin
1999, Sundström et al. 2004), and transgenic channel catfish Ictalurus punctatus containing salmonid growth hormone
genes (Dunham et al. 1999). In our model, the fastest growing individuals forage more, because of high OXF levels,
and have on average higher GHF levels, and as result of this
they experience higher short-term mortality risk. Because of
faster growth rate, however, their overall expected survival
throughout the juvenile phase is higher. This is consistent
with studies that have looked at the link between resources
and growth rates (Hentschel 1999). Our model is thus able
to represent the tradeoff between mortality and growth, the
trade-off between resource availability and growth, as well as
the tradeoff between resource availability and survival (Fisher
1930, Stearns 1989, Zera and Harshman 2001). Since the
food availability in our model is variable, it also highlights
that individual differences in growth rate can be explained in
part due to chance.
Our results show that hormones can be considered as both
specific physiological entities and functional units that mediate top–down changes in organisms regarding growth, survival
and reproduction. Yet, there are also concerted regulations of
the phenotype across levels like genes (Biscontin et al. 2019),
emotion (Giske et al. 2013, Andersen et al. 2016) and cognition (Budaev et al. 2019), and these levels also interact. When
testing predictions of this model empirically, it is important
to focus on the general patterns found in the hormone functions rather than specific numerical values as these might vary
from species to species. The hormone functions are made to
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reflect changes in hormone systems, but they can also be
compared to changes in the end hormones IGF-1 (GHF)
and T3 (THF), as well as the neuropeptide orexin-A (OXF).
An interesting difference between this paper and the same
model used in a stable environment (Weidner et al. 2020) is
the active role of the hormone system in the preparation of
the phenotype for what is expected to come. This would have
been even more pronounced if the model environment also
had been seasonal (Stefansson et al. 2008). Hence, full understanding of the hormone system should include not only the
past and the present state of the animal and its environment,
but also the expected future. Indeed, one evolutionarily top–
down effect of the hormones is to prepare the animal for
the most likely change. Fish, insects and many other kinds
of animals have another tool for future planning – the nervous system – that controls motivation, emotion, learning
and cognition (Budaev et al. 2019). The hormonal, nervous
and cognitive systems are involved in making predictions and
responding to the expected future at different time scales.
The animal is more complex than just a stimulus–response
machine: it is agentic (Dickinson 1985, Bubic et al. 2010,
Clark 2013, Budaev et al. 2019) and behaves according to its
subjective expectations to future conditions (Higginson et al.
2012). This has implications for how to conduct and interpret laboratory experiments. The hormone system is likely an
important component of this prediction machinery.
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